Gellért Bath

Visiting Budapest is not complete without bathing in one of its world-famous thermal spring
spas. The Romans had already discovered the healthy effects of the thermal springs on the
locations now inside Budapest, however the culture of bath started to develop just in the Turkish
times.

Since its building in 1918, the Gellért Spa was one the most prestigious thermal bath on the
Buda side of the city. Gellért spa is famous for its main hall with gallery and glass roof, built in
the Art-Nouveau style, sparkling bath and open-air pool with artificial waves. The bath is
decorated with numerous Art-Nouveau furnishings, artistic mosaics and sculptures.

The earliest remaining records about the "magical healing spring" are from the 15th century.
Later the Turkish favorised this spring, because it was warmer and larger than any other springs
in Buda. In the 17th century the bath was called the "muddy" bath, due to the fine layer of
mineral mud consolidated on the bottom of the pools.

The current bath complex and hotel was opened in 1918, and was expanded in 1927 and 1934
with artificial wave pool, and with bubble bath.
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Today its working also as a medical bath, with wide variety of services, including even an
inhalatorium.

Visit our Massages & VIP massages and Private Bath menu!

You can combine your bath entry with other programs for discounted price! Visit here: with
folklore
or
with cruise
!

Free date Gift Voucher
Give the gift of an unforgettable experience!

We give you the opportunity to surprise your loved ones with a wonderful experience by
purchasing a free date ticket for them to use whenever they like.
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It gets harder and harder to smile when we unwrap the umpteenth pair of socks or some other
similarly unimaginative gift. Holidays, birthdays and anniversaries shouldn't be about hastily
purchasing a predictable gift for our friends and family. In the past few decades studies have
suggested that the joy one feels when receiving material presents, even if they are the long
desired smart phone or a super expensive pair of designer shoes, doesn't last very long,
especially when compared to experience gifts.

We offer you the opportunity to give the gift of our program that the recipient may enjoy at a
time of his or her choosing within in a year. We request that ticket holders let us know a short
time beforehand when we can expect them!

Ticket prices

5.500 HUF
+Massage: +4.400 HUF

Coordinates: 47° 29.0574' N, 019° 3.1044' E
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Reviews

“Historical Opulence thst must be experienced”

Get your hotel to help you book if you dont speak Hungarian. Rather complicated if you are
unfamiliar. Take a swimming cap (or your hotel shower cap) as you need it for the communal
baths. Perhaps worth booking a cabin (and you have to book a massage) with your hotel to
make it easier. Also take flip flops to avoid burning your feet in the sauna! Dont be shy to
explore. The separate men and women sections are vast. Mid week is a great time to
experience the locals as they soak away their worries and chat in this majestic baths.

Visited January 2012

Das Gellert Bad ist wirklich sehr faszinierend.
Das wundervolle Jugendstilgebäude mit den atemberaubenden Bäder und Hallen und die
warmen Quellen sind bereits eine Reise nach Budapest wert!

January 10th, 2011

If you book this program online, you can enter the spas with the printed confirmation
email between 9-18 hours, and you can stay till closing time (20-22 hours).
If you booked massage with your ticket, our collegues will contact you via email about
the time of the massage (in between 9-18hours)
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